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Continuous Improvement Champion, Shane
brings extensive experience in every aspect
of
organizational
dynamics
and
effectiveness. His “Real World” process
driven approach to creating and sustaining
high performance has led leaders across the
country to embrace the Process Based
Leadership® methodology as a core
operating system in driving organizational
focus, urgency, and accountability.
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Shane A. Yount
Principal of Competitive Solutions, Inc.,
Author and Speaker

Shane A. Yount is a nationally recognized
author, speaker, and principal of Competitive
Solutions, Inc., an international Business
Transformation consulting firm which
pioneered the acclaimed organizational
development system known as Process
Based
Leadership®
A
business
transformation methodology designed to
create a sustainable culture of clarity,
connectivity, and consistency through the
use of Non-Negotiable Business Processes.
Shane began his career with Perdue Farms,
Inc., the nation’s second largest poultry
grower and processor. Having performed
such roles as Front Line Supervisor,
Operations Manager, Quality Manager,
Director of Human Resources, and Corporate
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Since 1991 he has led the offices of
Competitive Solutions, Inc. (CSI) in becoming
one of the nations most recognized Business
Transformation consulting firms, personally
working with such organizations as Michelin,
Glaxo Smith Kline, Pfizer, Lockheed Martin,
the Department of Defense, and many others.
Shane’s approach of challenging leaders to
confront what truly “powers performance”
within their organizations often allows
leaders a unique glimpse into their personal
leadership legacies. His impactful message
and delivery has made him a coveted
speaker at national conferences and
tradeshows. His two books, “Buried Alive:
Digging out of the Management Dumpster”
and “Leaving Your Leadership Legacy” are
required readings for engaged leaders
desiring to improve themselves and their
organizations. His third novel, “Leading Your
Business Forward: Aligning Goals, People,
and Systems for Sustainable Success” was
published in spring of 2013.
Find out more at:
http://www.processbasedleadership.com/

